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ENERGY REGULATORY COMMISSION NO. 14354-000, GRAND COUNTY, UTAH 
 
Dear Ms. Bose: 
 
The U.S. Department of the Interior (DOI) has reviewed the application submitted for Long 
Canyon Pumped Storage Project Preliminary Permit.  The attached comments reflect concerns 
about the potential environmental impacts related to the requested preliminary permit, and for 
potential project-related connected action impacts, due to construction and operation, should a 
license for the hydropower project be pursued in the future.  Additionally, we offer comments on 
the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) process and necessary coordination between the 
Federal, State and local agencies and affected Tribes given the purpose, need and scope of the 
proposed pumped storage project. 
 
The sole purpose of a preliminary permit, if issued, is to grant the permit holder priority to file a 
license application during the permit term.  Due to the fact that this is a preliminary permit 
application and the requested preliminary permit does not authorize the permit holder to perform 
any land-disturbing activities, our comments are general.  Our comments are intended to provide 
the FERC with information to consider in the evaluation of any future license application(s) for 
hydro-electric generating facilities on lands administered by the Bureau of Land Management 
(BLM) in the proposed area. 
 
To date, the data necessary to support the studies in overall project design and the preliminary 
permit application fall under the casual use provisions in the BLM right-of-way regulations and 
therefore, does not require a formal authorization.  The applicant should be aware that, should 
future surface disturbing studies beyond a casual use level become necessary on BLM-
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administered public lands, those activities would require advance application to and 
authorization from the BLM. 
 
Continuing Project Review 
 
As noted, this preliminary permit does not authorize the permit holder to perform any land-
disturbing activities or otherwise enter upon lands or waters owned by others without the 
owners’ express permission.  The applicant is continuing work on the feasibility and 
comprehensive project design and engineering, which is anticipated to result in further 
refinements in the identified alternative alignments, and may further influence the location and 
alignment of what would become the applicant’s proposed action as well as proposed location 
and extent of a potential hydroelectric generation facility. 
 
Please direct any questions regarding BLM’s comments or requests for additional information to 
Shauna Derbyshire, Realty Specialist, at (801) 539-4132.  For questions on U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service (FWS) comments, please contact Kevin McAbee of the Salt Lake Field Office 
at (801) 975-3330 ext. 143.  If you have any questions regarding the National Park Service 
(NPS) comments, please contact Mark Miller, Chief of Resource Stewardship and Science, 
Canyonlands National Park, 435-719-2130, memiller@nps.gov.  For questions or further 
information on the Hydropower Assistance Program, contact Hugh E. Osborne, Community 
Planner, 303-969-2781, hugh_osborne@nps.gov.  Questions regarding Bureau of Reclamation 
(BOR) comments should be directed to Ms. Jane Blair at 801-524-3628. 
 
Additional specific comments from BLM, FWS, NPS, and BOR are attached. 
 
       Sincerely, 
 
 

   
       Robert F. Stewart 
       Regional Environmental Officer 
 
 
Attachments 
Specific Comments 
Mean Flow Table



 
 

SPECIFIC COMMENTS – LONG CANYON PUMPED STORAGE PROJECT, FERC 
NO. 14534 
 
Based on the preliminary project information, the following resources and issues are identified as 
potentially significant: 
 
BOR General Project Document Review 

 EXHIBIT 3 – Costs and Financing, 3.  Market for power, incorrectly identifies 
Reclamation as a utility.  Perhaps Western Area Power Administration should be listed 
instead. 

 
NPS General Project Document Review 

 Due to the proximity of the project to Canyonlands National Park and potential impacts 
on habitat and other resources that may affect the park, the applicant should consult with 
park staff and add the park and the Intermountain Regional office (Hydropower 
Assistance Program) of the National Park Service to their contact lists. 

 
BLM Moab Resource Management Plan 

 The proposed project would be located in a highly scenic area southwest of Moab, Utah.  
The project area for the proposal extends from the banks of the Colorado River to the top 
of the mesa, and occupies a narrow canyon composed largely of sandstone slickrock.  
Dead Horse Point State Park and Canyonlands National Park are located nearby.  The 
area receives high tourism use due to outstanding scenery and many opportunities for 
outdoor recreation.  The U.S. BLM has concluded that the pumped storage project 
proposed for Long Canyon would not be in conformance with the BLM’s current Moab 
Resource Management Plan (RMP) of 2008.  The current RMP is expected to function as 
the operational plan for approximately the next 20 years. 

o No Surface Occupancy 
The Long Canyon project area, except for the upper reservoir site, is located 
within an area open to oil and gas leasing with no surface occupancy (NSO).  
Areas identified as NSO are open to oil and gas leasing but surface disturbing 
activities cannot be conducted on the surface of the land.  NSO areas are 
avoidance areas for rights-of-way; no rights-of-ways would be granted in NSO 
areas unless there are no feasible alternatives.  In addition, the NSO stipulation in 
this area applies to all proposed surface-disturbing activities, and is designated for 
protection of the designated Area of Environmental Concern (ACEC), the suitable 
Wild and Scenic River, desert bighorn sheep, riparian values, scenic resources, 
and the Recreation Focus Area.  

o As proposed, the Long Canyon project involves the construction of a lower dam 
and reservoir, and burial of a power plant and two 16-foot diameter penstocks in 
an area where surface disturbance would not be allowed.  Except for the upper 
reservoir, the proposed project in Long Canyon is not in conformance with the 
NSO designation. 

o The proposed upper reservoir would be located in an area that is open to surface 
disturbance, subject to special stipulations for wildlife protection during critical 
time periods (i.e., Timing Limitations (TL), and protection of scenic values 



 
 

through Controlled Surface Use (CSU)).  Areas identified as TL are closed to 
surface disturbing activities during identified time frames.  Areas identified as 
CSU require proposals for surface disturbing activities to be authorized only 
according to the controls or constraints specified.  The upper reservoir would not  
be in conformance with this designation if it were visible from the Long Canyon 
road. 

o No Utility Corridors 
There are no designated utility corridors where the two proposed 250 kV power 
lines would originate, but rather they would be constructed in an area designated 
as NSO.  Issuance of a right-of-way for the project power lines, starting in the 
project area, would not be in conformance with the RMP, as it is designated as 
an avoidance area for utilities. 

o Travel Plan 
The RMP includes a travel plan in which the Long Canyon Road is recognized 
as a viable travel route operated and maintained by Grand County.  This road, 
#B-135, is a major travel route to the mesa.  It is utilized for access to BLM 
lands, and is heavily used by recreational tour operators as well as event 
promoters.  The Long Canyon Road is part of a popular driving and bicycling 
loop route to Canyonlands National Park.  This loop utilizes the Long Canyon 
Road and the Shafer Canyon Road to make a 40 mile scenic driving/biking loop. 
 
As proposed, the project would involve constructing a new portion of County 
Road B#135 for an overall length of about one mile.  Due to physical terrain 
constraints, the feasibility of relocating this portion of the road is questionable 
and closure of this road would not be in accordance with the Travel Plan 
accompanying the 2008 RMP. 

o Lands Identified for Disposal 
The project area is not identified for disposal in the proposed RMP.  
Furthermore, the project area does not meet the criteria for disposal in the 
2008 RMP because; a) they are within an ACEC and an SRMA; b) they 
have habitat for an endangered species; and c) they include floodplains, 
wetlands and riparian areas. Transfer of jurisdiction of the lands to the 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission would not be in conformance with 
the 2008 RMP. 

 
BLM Area of Critical Environmental Concern 

 The Long Canyon project area would be within the Highway 279/Shafer Basin/Long 
Canyon ACEC with management prescriptions of Visual Resource Management Class II 
(see description below) and NSO to protect the relevant and important values of scenery, 
wildlife, natural systems (threatened sensitive and endangered plants) and cultural 
resources.  Each of the project areas would not be in conformance with the protection of 
these relevant and important values through ACEC designation. 
 

BLM Cultural Resources 
 The Long Canyon area has not been intensively surveyed for cultural resources. 

However, based on known density of sites in the surrounding area (approximately 20 



 
 

sites per square mile), the proposed project area has good potential for significant cultural 
sites.  Known cultural sites have been documented in the Jug Handle Arch area of Long 
Canyon where the dam is proposed. 
 

BLM Lands & Realty 
 Long Canyon is a destination area for commercial filming projects due to its outstanding 

scenery.  Many commercials, still advertisements and some movies have used Long 
Canyon as a filming location. 

 
BLM Suitable Wild and Scenic River 

 The Colorado River segment that would be affected by the proposed project has been 
determined to be suitable for designation into the National Wild and Scenic Rivers 
System with a “Recreational” classification.  Suitability was determined in the 2008 
RMP.  BLM is obligated to manage the area to maintain its outstandingly remarkable 
features of scenery, recreation, wildlife habitat, four endangered fish species habitat, 
cultural, geology, and ecological values until Congress acts on BLM’s recommendation. 

 The proposed pump storage project would not be consistent with the management of the 
suitable Wild and Scenic River.  Facilities would be constructed within one-fourth mile 
of the river.  They would be visually intrusive, and would not be in conformance with the 
management objectives of this river corridor, which is suitable for Wild and Scenic River 
status. 
 

BLM Special Recreation Management Areas 
 Long Canyon receives a very high level of recreation use, including both commercial and 

private use.  Recreation activities occurring in Long Canyon include jeep/scenic driving, 
mountain bicycling, All Terrain Vehicle (ATV) use, dirt biking, rock climbing, hiking, 
running, photography and horseback riding. 

 The proposed project area is located entirely within two Special Recreation 
Management Areas (SRMAs).  The riverine portion of the canyon is in the Colorado 
Riverway SRMA, and the top portion of the project area is in the Labyrinth 
Rims/Gemini Bridges SRMA.  The proposed surface disturbance and change in 
character to the area that would result from this project would not be in conformance 
with the SRMA designation. 
 

BLM Recreation Focus Areas 
 The Long Canyon project would be partially located within a Recreation Focus Area. 

The lower reservoir site would be within the Gold Bar/Corona Arch Hiking Area, 
emphasizing non-mechanized recreation because of the outstanding hiking opportunities 
that are found in this canyon system.  Closure of access to the mouth of the canyon 
would not be in conformance with the Recreation Focus Area designation. 

 Long Canyon’s popularity is due in part to its accessibility from State Route 279, a paved 
Utah State Scenic Byway, and its scenic resources.  Long Canyon Road is also the 
shortest route between Moab and Dead Horse Point State Park.  Emergency Medical 
Services and Grand County Search and Rescue use this route regularly. 
 
 



 
 

o Commercial Recreation Permit Holders:   
Numerous commercial tourism and recreation guides use Long Canyon.  In 
addition, the Long Canyon route is very popular for four-wheel drive (4WD) 
vehicles, and as a Jeep Safari Trail. 

o Long Canyon is a unique resource in the Moab area since it is one of the only 
areas in which a County road provides access through the length of a canyon. The  
proposed pump storage project in Long Canyon would result in a loss of hiking 
opportunities in the proposed hiking focus area in the Moab Field Office RMP, 
loss of 4WD opportunities for both private and commercial parties, and loss of 
mountain biking recreation opportunities for private, commercial and competitive 
events. 

 
BLM Visual Resource Management 

 As proposed, the project area would be located within Visual Resource Management 
(VRM) Class II.  The area was selected to be managed as such because it has both 
outstanding scenic quality and high visual sensitivity.  The management objective of 
Class II is to retain the existing character of the landscape. The level of change to the 
characteristic landscape should be low.  Management activities may be seen, but should 
not attract the attention of the casual observer.  Any changes must repeat the basic 
elements of form, line, color, and texture found in the predominant natural features of the 
characteristic landscape. Under the 2008 RMP, BLM manages the public lands in the 
project area to meet this objective.  The proposed restrictive visual management for this 
area is designed to support the goal of managing the area for its outstanding scenery. 

 The visual inventory class was determined by evaluating 3 factors: 1) scenic quality, 2) 
visual sensitivity and, 3) visual distance zones.  The combination of quality scenery, and 
high visual sensitivity in the fore-ground-middle ground have given this area the highest 
visual inventory rating (class II) that an area with man-made improvements can receive.  
The proposed project would not be in conformance with BLM’s visual management goals 
for the proposed project areas. 

 Close, natural views of unique rock formations and distant views of the mountains, 
canyons, mesa tops and striking geologic formations are part of the unique experience 
offered to visitors that seek out Canyonlands National Park.  These important viewsheds 
could be degraded by infrastructure associated with the pumped storage project; 
especially the 40 miles of high voltage, above ground power lines and the associated two-
track maintenance roads that may accompany power lines.  Similarly, any infrastructure 
that was not placed underground; due, for example to poor geology, could impact the 
viewshed of Canyonlands National Park. 

 State Highway 279 is a State Scenic Byway and is managed to protect its scenic 
resources. 
 

NPS Visual Resources 
 The proposed project has the potential to impact scenic viewsheds visible from key 

observation points in Canyonlands National Park.  We recommend that this issue be 
considered in detail in the analysis of potential project impacts.  If the project is 
implemented, we recommend that stipulations be imposed to reduce visual impacts to the 
greatest extent possible. 



 
 

BLM, FWS, and NPS Wildlife Issues 
 This Project could potentially impact wildlife under the management and protection of 

the Department, including but not limited to: federally listed threatened, endangered, and 
candidate species; migratory birds; and raptors.  Therefore, pursuant to our authorities 
under the National Environmental Policy Act, the Migratory Bird Treaty Act, the 
Endangered Species Act (ESA) of 1973, the Bald Eagle and Golden Eagle Protection 
Act, and the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act, we offer the following comments. 

 The construction activities and new transmission lines may impact raptor species, 
especially golden eagles.  All new and modified transmission lines should meet the most 
recent guidelines from the Avian Power Line Interaction Committee 
(http://www.aplic.org).  In addition, all construction activities that occur near known 
raptor nests must follow timing restrictions that prevent nest abandonment. 

 Construction, operation, and maintenance of project features may impact migratory birds 
and their habitat.  We recommend that the Project investigate appropriate timing 
restrictions, construction methods, and habitat restoration for activities that may impact 
these species. 

 Raptors 
The cliff faces and the close proximity to the river make this area prime habitat for 
nesting golden eagle, peregrine falcon, red-tailed hawks and other raptors. Both Long and 
Day Canyons have peregrine nesting territories.  All raptors are protected by the 
Migratory Bird Treaty Act (16 U.S.C. §703 et seq.), and golden eagles also are protected 
by the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (16 U.S.C. §668 et seq.).  The proposed 
project could adversely impact existing nesting territories and habitat. 

 Bighorn Sheep 
The Long Canyon project area provides habitat for desert bighorn sheep.  Bighorn sheep 
populations in the region surrounding Canyonlands and Arches National Parks are 
considered to be connected as a single metapopulation, with periodic gene flow and 
exchanges of individual animals through migration and immigration.  Genetic studies are 
currently underway to evaluate this hypothesis in greater detail.  Bighorn sheep are 
known to be sensitive to human activities (Papouchis et al. 2001), and if the proposed 
project has impacts on sheep habitat and/or movement patterns in Long Canyon, there 
may be the potential for indirect impacts to sheep populations in nearby Canyonlands 
National Park.  If the project is to be implemented, we recommend that stipulations be 
imposed to minimize potential impacts to desert bighorn sheep and other sensitive 
wildlife species. 
 
As noted above, the Potash bighorn sheep populations (Ovis canadensis) of Long and 
Day Canyons are part of the Canyonlands National Park (Island in the Sky) herd; one of 
the only remaining native desert bighorn herds in Utah that supports a viable population.  
Because the Potash bighorn herd has remained healthy, disease-free and is expanding 
both its range and its population size, it is used as a source for re-establishing bighorn 
populations to other historically occupied ranges of the west.  Most of the proposed 
hydropower projects area has been identified as crucial lambing grounds, and BLM’s 
proposed RMP designates these habitat areas as “no surface occupancy” (NSO) due to 
the importance to the survival of the Potash bighorn herd. 

 



 
 

In 2002-2003 and again in 2006-2007 extensive surveys were conducted within the 
Potash Herd utilizing GPS collars to define important lambing habitats.  A third survey 
has been funded and is targeted to begin in January of 2009.  Several agencies, including 
the Bureau of Land Management, National Park Service, and the Utah Division of 
Wildlife Resources, and groups, including the Foundation for North American Wild 
Sheep, Brigham Young University, and the Fish and Wildlife Foundation, have invested 
well over $100,000 in these 2 surveys and are prepared to invest another $100,000 for the 
study planned for 2009-2011. 
 
Many of the targeted animals have utilized the proposed project area.  The first two 
surveys identified most of the proposed project areas as crucial lambing grounds and the 
draft RMP has designated these areas as NSO due to the importance of this habitat to the 
survival of the Potash bighorn herd.  Two of the 10 bighorn water developments 
constructed in the past 10 years are located within Long Canyon. 

 
FWS and BLM Threatened & Endangered Species Concerns 

 The applicant should determine if the Project could impact threatened or endangered 
species by using FWS’s county-by-county species list 
(http://www.fws.gov/utahfieldoffice/EndSpp.html) or by visiting their Information, 
Planning, and Conservation System (http://ecos.fws.gov/ipac/) and selecting Initial 
Project Scoping.   The latest Grand County species list includes the Black-footed ferret 
(Mustella nigripes), Bonytail (Gila elegans), California condor 
(Gymnogyps californianus), Astragalus sabulosus (Cisco milkvetch), Colorado 
pikeminnow (Ptychocheilus lucius), Greater sage-grouse (Centrocercus urophasianus), 
Humpback chub (Gila cypha), Astragalus iselyi (Isely milkvetch ), Cycladenia jonesii 
(Jones cycladenia), Mexican spotted owl (Strix occidentalis lucida), Razorback sucker 
(Xyrauchen texanus), Southwestern willow flycatcher (Empidonax traillii extimus), and 
Western yellow-billed cuckoo (Coccyzus americanus occidentalis). 

 Mexican Spotted Owl 
The Mexican spotted owl (Strix occidentalis lucida) (MSO) is federally listed as 
threatened with critical habitat designated.  The proposed project area offers habitat that is 
depicted as prime breeding habitat according to MSO habitat models.  All of the area 
identified for the two proposed projects has been evaluated and is considered suitable and 
excellent breeding/nesting MSO habitat.  All areas will continue to be surveyed due to 
the breeding/nesting suitability, and the proximity to the only known active nesting sites 
in Resource Area.  Any surface disturbing activities in this area would likely cause 
adverse impacts to MSO habitat. 

 
The construction, operation, and maintenance may impact known MSO Protected 
Activity Centers (PACs) in the immediate area, including the known PAC of a local 
breeding pair.  In Utah, Mexican spotted owls inhabit canyon habitats similar to the area 
proposed for inundation by the Project; therefore, the Project may result in direct loss of 
nesting and foraging habitat for this species. 

 Colorado River Basin Endangered Fish 
o The depletion of water from the Upper Colorado River Basin may impact 

endangered fish and their habitat.  Projects that deplete water from endangered 



 
 

fishes’ designated critical habitat in the Upper Colorado River Basin must follow 
standardized water depletion procedures, including the payment of a depletion 
fee.  The large depletion associated with the initial filling of this project 
(approximately 5,530 acre-feet) and the subsequent annual depletion needed to 
replace evaporation and seepage loses (currently not quantified) would reduce 
flows to downstream designated critical habitat of four endangered fish species. 

o The construction, operation, and maintenance of the Project may impact 
designated critical habitat in the Colorado River.  The 100-year floodplain of the 
Colorado River is designated as critical habitat for two to four species of 
endangered fish from the Project location downstream to Lake Powell.  Any 
impacts related to project construction (i.e.; vegetation removal), operation (i.e.; 
water pumping), or maintenance (i.e.; reservoir sediment removal), must be 
considered in Project analysis. 

o The water intake structure may impact endangered fish through entrainment and 
impingement.  The design of the water intake structure must comply with 
standardized design protocols that prevent the entrainment and impingement of 
endangered fish.  These standards include screen size, approach velocity, and 
operational timing. 

o The use of the proposed reservoirs as sport fishing areas (either legal or illegal) 
may create new sources of problematic nonnative species.  Nonnative fish are a 
primary concern for the recovery of endangered fish in the Upper Colorado River 
Basin.  We recommend that this project prohibit the stocking of nonnative fish in 
the reservoirs and include measures that prevent illegal stocking of fish by the 
general public. 

 
BLM Mineral Resources 

 The public lands on the mesa where the upper reservoir site has been proposed are within 
the Cane Creek Unit, a complex of producing oil and gas fields.  Oil and gas leases, 
which cover the proposed pumped storage project area, are valid existing rights.  Any 
future project would be subservient to these granted rights. Leases in the Cane Creek 
Unit will not expire as long as there is at least one well with paying production. 

 
An ongoing exploratory drilling program is underway in the immediate project area. 
Within a 2-mile radius of the upper reservoir there are three producing oil wells, one 
drilling well and seven approved wells (Applications for Permit to Drill), one of which 
is within the high-water line of the proposed reservoir. 
 

BLM Geology and Stability Concerns 
 The Long Canyon and Days Canyon Dam sites are located on the Chinle and Moenkopi 

geologic formations.  These formations generally consist of sequences of clays and finely 
grained mudstones, siltstones, shales, gypsum, and limestones.  Attributes of both 
Moenkopi and Chinle formations are considered geologic hazards in Grand County due 
to high rates of erodability and expansive/gypsiferous soil and rock content.  Water 
causes soil and rock in these formations to expand, and removal of water causes 
shrinkage.  Many of the lesser components of these units are highly erodible and/or water 
soluble (limestone, gypsum), and may be of concern for hydraulic piping, cavitation, 



 
 

solution hole formation, promotion of alkaline concrete deterioration, and subsidence 
(UGS 1992, UGS 2003).  Generally, this geology may require extensive geotechnical 
study and engineering when considering a large water storage facility, underground 
power generation facility, and pipelines. 

 The upper storage dam is generally located atop the Kayenta formation.  This unit is 
typically characterized as fine grained sandstone and can develop extensive vertical 
jointing.  Generally, joints, fractures, and fault features can act as conduits and can 
potentially transport large quantities of water. 
 

BLM and BOR Water Rights and Water Quantity Concerns 
 The proposed facilities are projected to be able to store up to ~11,000 acre-feet of water 

off-channel of the Colorado River.  According to the Desert Research Institute, pan 
evaporative loss in the Moab area is ~ 72” or 6’ per year 
(http://www.wrcc.dri.edu/htmlfiles/westevap.final.html).  Acreages for the two reservoirs 
at full pool are a combined 200 acres, so total evaporative loss would be an additional 
1,200 acre-feet per year.  A combined total of 12,200 acre feet of water would be 
required to operate the hydroelectric facility, not including any additional amount to 
account for loss via seepage from the reservoirs themselves.  Does the proponent have 
the ability/means to acquire water rights for the required quantities of water for 
storage and operation? 

 The proposed facilities can impact quality of water in the Colorado River both during 
construction and throughout operational lifespan.  The project area includes a reach of the 
Colorado River that is targeted for reductions in salinity via the Colorado River Basin 
Salinity Control Program.  This program was enacted through legislation to limit salinity 
input to the river system and achieve water quality standards for the watercourse. 

 Authorization of the proposed project could increase salinity, total dissolved solids (tds), 
especially after initial filling of reservoirs (salt leaching from newly inundated lands).  
The long term impacts (hydrogeologic modeling of reservoir impacts) would need to be 
assessed to determine the level of impact to water quality. 

 The cumulative reduction in flow due to increased evaporation and seepage could result 
in non-recoverable impacts to surface and ground water quality.  The underlying geology 
in the project area is a Paradox Basin; therefore, authorization of the proposed project 
could increase the subsurface salinity contribution to river.  Selenium and other naturally 
occurring elements could be leached out impacting water quality. 

 
o Clips from 2005 BOR “Quality of Water – Colorado River Basin Progress 

Report (salinity program report). 
Water quality issues of concern include reservoir eutrophication and algae 
impacts to drinking water treatment; natural bromide in the water and formation 
of potentially toxic or carcinogenic trihalomethanes (THM) with chlorination or 
ozonation during water treatment; selenium and trace elements from irrigation 
return flows and their impacts to endangered species; contaminants such as 
ammonium perchlorate into Lake Mead; ammonium, trace elements, and 
radiologicals from the Atlas Uranium Tailings on the Colorado River at Moab, 
Utah; and salinity, eutrophication, agro-chemicals, and selenium at the Salton Sea. 
 



 
 

o Reservoir Initial Filling Salt leaching impacts to Salinity  
During the initial filling of about 30 million acre feet of storage in the Upper 
Basin from 1963-1973, the effects were an overall increase in salinity.  Initial 
filling of the reservoirs in the Upper Basin had three major impacts on salinity in 
the Colorado River: 

1. The storage in the Upper Basin resulted in reduced flow in the Lower Basin 
(Table 2), which increased salinity in the Lower Basin by reducing dilution of 
approximately 1 – 1.4 million tons of salt entering the system between Glen 
Canyon Dam and below Hoover Dam with only about 0.75 million acre-feet 
of water with a mean salinity of about 1,300 mg/L. Reductions in flow appear 
to increase downstream salinity concentrations.  

2. The initial filling of reservoirs in the Upper Basin resulted in a salt leach out 
of the newly inundated lands. 

3. The addition of storage in the Upper Basin resulted in changes in irrigation 
practices which increased irrigation efficiency.  Much of the current salinity 
control in the Upper Basin is based on the now proven fact that increased 
irrigation efficiency decreases salt loading (Butler, 2001). 
 

 The proposed Project, located upstream from the Bureau of Reclamation’s Glen Canyon 
Dam and Lake Powell, would divert water from the Colorado River.  The applicant 
would need to consider potential environmental impacts at Glen Canyon/Lake Powell 
associated with water diversions from the Colorado River to the proposed Project, 
including consideration of existing water rights. 

 
NPS Flow-Dependent Resources and Values 

 The proposed project would divert water from the Colorado River upstream of 
Canyonlands National Park and thus has the potential to impact a wide range of resources 
and values that are dependent on the flow regime of the Colorado River.  These include 
four endangered fish species, riparian landforms and vegetation, and migratory birds and 
other wildlife that rely upon riparian habitats along the river corridor.  Recreational use of 
the Colorado River by boaters also is dependent on river flow. 

o Potential impacts on these resources and values would depend on the timing, 
amount, and duration of water diversions required to fill reservoirs associated 
with the project.  The largest reservoir in the proposed project will hold up to 
10,600 acre feet of water.  If this reservoir were to be filled over a 20-day period, 
the continuous rate of water diversion from the river would be 267 cubic feet per 
second (cfs).  If the period of diversion were to be lengthened to 100 days, the 
required diversion rate over that period would only be 53 cfs.  Percent flow 
reductions and potential resource impacts resulting from these diversions would 
vary greatly depending on the flow conditions at the time of the diversions (e.g., 
Table 1).  We recommend that these factors be considered carefully in analyzing 
potential resource impacts related to the proposed project.  If the project is 
implemented, we recommend that stipulations be imposed on the timing and rate 
of flow diversions to ensure minimal impacts to flow-dependent resources and 
values downstream (see Attachment 1). 

 



 
 

FWS Riparian Habitat Concerns 
 Construction, operation, and maintenance of project features may permanently remove or 

reduce existing riparian habitat in Long Canyon.  Riparian habitats are one of the most 
important habitats in the state of Utah, and thus we consider conservation of riparian 
habitat a high priority.  We recommend that this project minimize its impacts to riparian 
habitats, and plan for mitigation to replace all lost riparian habitats 

 
BLM Geology - Precipitation and Sedimentation Concerns 

 The region experiences a bi-seasonal (monsoonal) precipitation regime, with distinct 
precipitation maxima in both the winter and summer seasons.  Although the monsoon 
season is not as pronounced as in the southern Colorado Plateau, the Moab area can 
experience very high intensity, short duration thunderstorms in the late summer months.  
Combining these storms with the bedrock landscape of the contributing watershed to 
Long Canyon can result in significant flooding, erosional, and depositional events.  In 
addition to watershed supplied sediment, the canyon walls of Long Canyon are 
comprised of fine and highly erodible sediments that are highly susceptible to slope 
instability/failure when disturbed.  Saturation can act as a catalyst in this process in that it 
both adds weight and acts as a lubricant for landslide materials. 

 
Understanding these contributing watershed (soils, geologic) and hydrologic factors 
would need to be heavily considered for the suitability of the sites for the proposed 
facilities.  These aspects would also need to be incorporated into the design of the 
impoundment facilities themselves through ensuring adequate storage volume to 
accommodate storm events, consideration of reservoir sedimentation rates and 
impoundment lifetime, implications of sedimentation on facilities operation, and other 
environmental concerns. 
 

BLM Lands with Wilderness Characteristics 
 To the extent that the pool in Long Canyon is located north of the present Long Canyon 

Road, an area identified as possessing wilderness characteristics would be rendered 
unnatural, and lose that characteristic. 

 
BLM Socio-Economic Impacts 

 Impacts to socio-economics include effects from the above lost recreation opportunities 
and their potential impacts on local businesses and events sponsors.  There also could 
be an impact to State and local governments from loss of sales and restaurant taxes, 
should visitation decline due to loss of recreation opportunities.  Many if not all of the 
jeep rental companies send their clients to Long Canyon, which provides a good 
beginner 4WD experience.  Loss of business to these firms would also affect the car 
rental tax which accrues to Grand County. 
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Attachment 1 - Mean Flow Table 
 

 
 
  

Month Max.mean.flow Avg.mean.flow Min.mean.flow Max.mean.flow Avg.mean.flow Min.mean.flow Max.mean.flow Avg.mean.flow Min.mean.flow
1 6,371.0            3,635.1           1,876.0           4.2                    7.3                   14.2                 0.8                    1.5                   2.8                   
2 6,326.0            3,686.2           1,843.0           4.2                    7.2                   14.5                 0.8                    1.4                   2.9                   
3 8,412.0            4,351.1           2,009.0           3.2                    6.1                   13.3                 0.6                    1.2                   2.6                   
4 21,180.0          7,357.5           1,638.0           1.3                    3.6                   16.3                 0.3                    0.7                   3.2                   
5 42,090.0          16,038.7         2,322.0           0.6                    1.7                   11.5                 0.1                    0.3                   2.3                   
6 46,340.0          17,717.0         2,504.0           0.6                    1.5                   10.7                 0.1                    0.3                   2.1                   
7 30,080.0          8,386.6           1,691.0           0.9                    3.2                   15.8                 0.2                    0.6                   3.1                   
8 11,400.0          4,345.1           1,665.0           2.3                    6.1                   16.0                 0.5                    1.2                   3.2                   
9 7,403.0            4,187.4           2,135.0           3.6                    6.4                   12.5                 0.7                    1.3                   2.5                   
10 8,109.0            4,466.1           2,296.0           3.3                    6.0                   11.6                 0.7                    1.2                   2.3                   
11 7,601.0            4,301.1           2,392.0           3.5                    6.2                   11.2                 0.7                    1.2                   2.2                   
12 6,588.0            3,841.6           2,023.0           4.1                    7.0                   13.2                 0.8                    1.4                   2.6                   

Percent flow reduction based on 267 cfs 
diversion (20 days to fill reservoir)

Percent flow reduction based on 53 cfs 
diversion (100 days to fill reservoir)

Empirical monthly mean flows (cfs) at Cisco, 
1967-present

Table 1.  Empirical maximum, average, and minimum monthly mean flow (cubic feet per second, cfs) for the Colorado River at Cisco, Utah (1967-present; data 
from the U.S. Geological Survey), and percent flow reductions under two contrasting reservoir-filling scenarios.  In the first scenario (center portion of table), a 
flow of 267 cfs is diverted for 20 days to fill a 10,600 acre foot reservoir.  In the second scenario, (right portion of table), a flow of 53 cfs is diverted for 100 days to 
fill the reservoir.


